
Your Partner in Talent Acquisition and 
People Operations
Corporate Overview

At  360 People, we understand that a company's most valuable
asset is its people. As a premier talent acquisition and people
operations services firm, we are dedicated to helping organizations
build exceptional teams and create thriving workplaces. With a
proven track record and a commitment to excellence, we are your
partner in achieving your strategic human capital objectives.

Unlocking Potential, Empowering Growth

Executive Search
Mid-Level Hiring
Entry-Level Recruitment
Specialized Skill Search

Talent Acquisition

360 People fuels the growth of forward-thinking companies through
our comprehensive managed recruiting services. We are dedicated to
partnering with growth-oriented organizations, understanding their
unique needs, and providing tailored talent solutions that propel their
success.

360 People harnesses emerging technology and AI to optimize and
streamline the hiring process, ensuring precision and efficiency.

HR Consulting
Workforce Planning
Performance Management
Workplace Culture
Total Rewards Planning

People Operations

360 Talent empowers companies in fostering engaged, empathetic,
and thriving teams. We specialize in crafting tailored solutions to
address your distinct challenges, whether it’s establishing an effective
performance management system from scratch or assisting your
team in shaping their core values.

100,000+ 
Candidates Sourced 

Industry Leading 
Average search completed 

in < 45 days

Industry Focus 
Management Consulting
Technology / Software 

Financial Services
Audio / Visual Engineering

Automotive
Public Safety

Manufacturing / Distribution

100% 
Client Satisfaction 

8,000+ 
Searches performed over 20+ years 

National Reach 
We work across the 

United States and Canada



Why Work With 360 People? 

Expertise: Our team of seasoned HR professionals
possesses a deep understanding of the industry landscape,
enabling us to deliver tailored solutions that align with your
unique requirements.

Comprehensive Approach: We offer end-to-end services,
covering everything from identifying top talent to
enhancing your existing teams' performance and
engagement.

Client-Centric: Your success is our priority. We collaborate
closely with you to create strategies that address your
organization's challenges and goals effectively.

Innovation: We stay ahead of the curve by leveraging
cutting-edge technologies and industry trends, ensuring
that your organization remains competitive in a rapidly
evolving business environment.

Global Reach, Local Touch: With a widespread network, we
have a global reach while maintaining a local presence,
ensuring that you benefit from a diverse pool of talent and
insights.

"Working with 360 People has been a game-changer for our organization. Their
attention to detail and commitment to understanding our needs sets them
apart. They not only helped us find exceptional candidates when needed, they
also provided strategic guidance for our people operations. Our partnership has
truly elevated our business."
-CEO Fast Growth Distribution Company 

Contact us today to discuss how 360 People can assist you in
reaching your talent acquisition and people operations goals.

360talent.io
info@360talent.io

The team at 360 People has been instrumental in helping our Product team
meet their delivery goals by by bringing us great talent. We love working with
them and the candidates they have found for us have been a great fit for our
organization.
-VP Product Software Company

What Our Clients Say About Working with Us


